Effect of foot and mouth disease vaccination on seminal and biochemical profiles of mithun (*Bos frontalis*) semen
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To assess the effect of foot and mouth disease (FMD) vaccination on seminal and biochemical profiles of semen of mithun at pre and post vaccinated stage. Methods: The breeding bulls were maintained at Semen Collection Centre, National Research Centre on Mithun, Jharnapani, Nagaland. A total of 160 ejaculates were collected from eight mithun bulls twice a week at about 4 weeks in pre vaccinated stage and 12 weeks post vaccinated stage to know the effect of vaccine stress on seminal and biochemical profiles of mithun semen. The vaccine was given at the end of 4th week of experimental period and semen was collected and evaluated upto the 16th weeks of experimental period. Results: It revealed that FMD vaccination affected the sperm functional and biochemical parameters significantly (P<0.05) upto 10th weeks of vaccination. But the animal recovered slowly in both physical health and spermiogram. Conclusions: The adverse effect of vaccination on seminal parameters suggest that the semen collection and preservation should be suspended till 10th weeks of vaccination to get normal fertility of sperm to avoid the failure of conception from artificial insemination using such semen in this precious species.

1. Introduction

Mithun (*Bos frontalis*), a unique free–range bovine species available in the North Eastern Hilly (NEH) region of India, is considered to be a descendants from wild Indian gaur [1]. This animal is well adopted at an altitude ranged from 300–3000 mean sea level. Mithun is not yet endangered but are subject to severe non–cyclical population fluctuations on a local/regional basis. It also plays an important role in the socio-economic life of its rearers [2]. The recent initiatives to popularize this species as an economic beef animal demand its rearing under semi–-intensive system and adoption of controlled breeding programme. In this context, it is necessary to standardize an effective semen preservation protocol for this species to adopt artificial insemination (AI) for breed improvement programme.

In India, like other bovines species mithun reared in semi–intensive system suffers from various infectious diseases like tuberculosis, para–tuberculosis, brucellosis, foot and mouth disease (FMD), infectious bovine rhinotracheitis (IBR) and bovine viral diarrhoea (BVD) [3], which has tremendous detrimental effect on profitable mithun husbandry practices. But mithun was affected severely with foot and mouth disease [4, 5] with strain of Pan Asia I [6], O strain [7] and type Asia 1 strain [5] than cattle in this region of India. Frequent outbreak of FMD is very common in this region [5,8].

The mithun breeding bulls are vaccinated against foot and mouth disease as a regular prophylactic measure. There are various reports on the effect of vaccination on the semen quality in cattle and buffalo [9–14]. But no proper report in mithun species. However, the available reports are conflicting about the quality of semen due to vaccination in cattle. Some of them reported, it does not significant effect on semen quality [12], whereas others found increased incidence in sperm abnormalities [11]. The semen quality may be affected by vaccination due to vaccine stress and anaphylactic shock [13] resulting increased temperature of the body as well as testes. As the spermatogonial stem cells [15] and fully formed spermatozoa [16] are temperature sensitive, the motility and livability of spermatozoa are proportionally decreased and total sperm abnormality is increased especially head abnormality [17]. But the recovery of quality of the semen is depending upon the nature and
duration of the thermal insult.

All stages of spermatogenesis are susceptible, the severity of damage being related to the degree and duration of the increased temperature [18]. The semen quality and sperm morphology has returned to normal after some time but their utilization may result in decreased fertilization rates and an increased incidence of embryonic death [19] and repeat breeding. The main reason behind this poor quality of semen is due to the vaccine stress, affects the function of the epididymis as the epididymis is an organ of sperm maturity and reservoir. This leads to increased number of abnormal sperm and reduced fertility rate [20, 21]. There is subsequent decline in epididymal sperm reserves [22], thus concentration decreases as the resorption of abnormal sperm increase. But there was no report of vaccination on semen quality and biochemical profiles in mithun species. Therefore, the present study was designed to assess the effects of FMD vaccination on seminal parameters and biochemical profiles in mithun at pre vaccinated and post vaccinated stages.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals and semen collection

Eight apparently healthy mithun bulls, approximately 4 to 6 yr of age, were selected from the herd derived from various hilly tracts of the NEH region of India. The average body weight of the bulls was 501 kg (493 to 507 kg) at 4 yr, which increased to 530 kg (523 to 538 kg) at 6 yr of age with good body condition (score 5–6) maintained under uniform feeding, housing and lighting conditions. Each experimental animal was daily offered ad libitum drinking water, 30 kg mixed jungle forages (18.4% dry matter and 10.2% crude protein) and 4 kg concentrates (87.1% dry matter and 14.5% crude protein) fortified with mineral mixture and salt. Semen was collected through per rectal massage method twice a week before and after vaccination. The vaccine was given at the end of 4th week and the semen was collected and evaluated before and after vaccination upto 16th week of experimental period to study the effect of vaccination stress, if any. Briefly, seminal vesicles were massaged centrally and backwardly resulted into erection and ejaculation. FMD vaccine—Raksha-Ovac (trivalent, containing virus types O, A, and Asia 1– strains, Indian Immunological Ltd., India) was administered at 2.0 mL by deep intramuscular injection route. These ejaculates were subjected to evaluation for volume, colour, mass activity, individual motility, concentration by haemocytometer method [23], livability by eosine–nigrosine stain [24], acrosomal integrity by giemsa stain [25] and plasma membrane integrity by hypo–osmotic swelling test (HOST) [26] as per the standard procedure with Nikon, Eclipse 80i microscope and the biochemical profiles such as aspartate amino transaminase (AST), alanine amino transaminase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase (AKP), acid phosphatase (ACP), fructose, total protein and total cholesterol were estimated with commercially available diagnostic kits. During the study, all the experimental protocols met the Institute Animal Care and Use Committee regulations.

2.2. Statistical analyses

The results were analysed statistically and expressed as the mean ± S.E.M in graphical form from 1st to 16th week of the experiment. Means were analyzed by student t test between the post vaccinated and pre–vaccination stages, followed by the Tukey’s post hoc test to determine significant differences between the two stages using the SPSS/PC computer program (version 15.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL). Differences with values of P < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant after arcsine transformation of percentage data by using SPSS 15 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).

3. Results

The effects of FMD vaccination on various seminal parameters, biochemical and enzymatic profiles were studied at weekly interval 4 weeks before vaccination and 12 weeks after vaccination in mithun bulls. Moreover the protrusion, ejaculation time and length of penis at the time ejaculation were also being studied in both pre vaccinated and post vaccinated mithun bulls at weekly intervals. Results revealed that FMD vaccination in mithun bulls lead to significantly (P < 0.05) increased protrusion and ejaculation time (Figure 1) whereas the length of penis was decreased (Figure 2) from 2nd week to 10th week of vaccination. Similarly the volume (Figure 3), mass activity (Figure 3), individual motility (Figure 4), live sperm (Figure 4), sperm concentration (Figure 5), acrosomal integrity and plasma membrane integrity (Figure 4) were decreased significantly (P < 0.05) in the post–vaccinated mithun bulls. But the seminal parameters were significantly reduced from 6th week to 12th week of the experimental period (2nd week to 8th week of the vaccination). In the sperm abnormalities, detached sperm head and proximal cytoplasmic droplets were more than other abnormalities and total sperm abnormalities (Figure 2) were significantly (P < 0.05) higher in post vaccinated than pre–vaccinated mithun bulls. Colour of semen revealed that it increased significantly in 1st five weeks of vaccination then it reduced gradually.
**Figure 1.** Effect of foot and mouth vaccination on protrusion time (PT) of penis and ejaculation time (ET) of semen and cholesterol (CHO) concentration in seminal plasma at pre and post vaccination stage in mithun bulls (Arrow indicates time of vaccination).

**Figure 2.** Effect of foot and mouth vaccination on total sperm abnormality (ABN), total protein (TP), alanine amino transaminase (ALT) concentration in seminal plasma and length of penis at the time ejaculation in mithun at pre and post vaccination stage (Arrow indicates time of vaccination).

**Figure 3.** Effect of foot and mouth vaccination on volume (VO) and mass activity (MA) of mithun semen at pre and post vaccination stage (Arrow indicates time of vaccination).

**Figure 4.** Effect of foot and mouth vaccination on success rate (SR) on semen collection, individual motility (IM), liveability (LIV), acrosomal integrity (AI), hypoosmotic swelling positive sperm (HOST) and aspartate amino transaminase (AST) profiles in mithun semen at pre and post vaccination stage (Arrow indicates time of vaccination).
4. Discussion

In the present study, the results revealed that vaccination of mithun bulls has affected the seminal parameters, enzymatic and biochemical profiles of mithun semen and thus it affects the structures and functions of spermatozoa effectively. Thus, the semen from vaccinated animals is not suitable to preserve for artificial insemination. There was no report on effect of vaccination on seminal parameters in mithun and to the best of our knowledge this is the first report of the effect of vaccination on seminal parameters, enzymatic and biochemical profiles in mithun semen. Analysis of various seminal parameters such as forward progressive motility, livability, acrosomal and plasma membrane integrity are important for extensive utilization of semen in artificial insemination. In the present study, FMD vaccination on these parameters revealed significant difference between the pre vaccinated and post vaccinated stages. The harmful effects of vaccination in semen preservation are due to it increases the body temperature in general, testes and accessory glands in specifically.

The protrusion and ejaculation time were increased in vaccinated animal as these depend upon the secretion of oxytocin and testosterone. The vaccination causes thermal stress to the animal and also affect the leydig cell function [10] as chronic heat treatment has to reduce testosterone concentration and spermatid concentration while the integrity of sertoli cells become compromised, which has been found to be followed by poor semen quality and a concomitant drop in motility [29]. The leydig cell function can be measured indirectly by measurement of accessory gland secretions such as fructose, ALP and ACP, etc. as these secretion depend on the testosterone. But overall vaccination stress on animals prevents proper erection of penis and ejaculation of semen. Meanwhile stress on animal in the form restraining and pressure on the reproductive tract make more stress to the animal. So that the success rate and length of penis at the time ejaculation were reduced in post vaccinated animals. Volume of semen was decreased in post vaccinated stage as compared to the pre vaccinated stage which indicates it affects the functions of accessory sex glands in mithun bulls. But some workers have reported that vaccination has increased the semen volume in cattle [13] and buffaloes [14]. Whereas other workers reported it does not affect the semen volume [9, 10, 14, 30]. The major portion in the semen is the seminal plasma, which is contributed by the accessory sex glands [31]. This may be due to the secondary activities of accessory sex glands affected following vaccination might be a possible cause for significantly decrease the ejaculate volume following vaccination.

Sperm mass activity, individual motility, livability, plasma and acrosomal integrity were decreased and total sperm...
abnormalities increased significantly after vaccination was in agreement with previous report in cattle [9, 10, 11, 15, 30] and buffaloes [10, 14]. The motility of sperm cell develops during their passage through the epididymis [32]. Anaphylactic stress of vaccination, as depicted by the significant rise in body and testes temperature, causes derangement in epididymal functions and spermatogenesis [15] and could lead to vaccination-mediated declined sperm motility and with similar feature of testicular hypoplasia and degeneration [33]. Temperature could give rise to secondary abnormalities as well [34] with increase in sperm tail and mid-piece abnormalities as in testicular degeneration or partial hypoplasia of testes [35]. Rao [20] had reported low sperm motility associated with high incidence of sperm tail defects as a result of epididymal dysfunction and poor handling in the laboratory.

Adverse effect of vaccination on sperm concentration has been reported earlier in cattle [9, 15, 30], although it has not been established unanimously [11, 14]. The decreased sperm concentration might be attributed to the adverse effects of therapeutic agents on germinal cells resulting into increase in dead spermatozoa, which are subsequently phagocytosed by leucocytes [30]. In mithun bulls, FMD vaccination has deleterious effect in terms of total motile sperm per ejaculate.

The present findings in the acrosomal integrity are similar to the earlier reports by Saxena and Tripathi [37] and Gowda [38], who reported decrease in the intact acrosome percentage after vaccination. The acrosome is most sensitive, so the adverse effects were more pronounced on the acrosome after vaccination. The acrosome was either detached or broken, and this subsequently causes release of enzymes and affects the fertilizing capacity of spermatozoa. Bane and Nicander [39] reported that abnormalities develop during transformation of spermatids through uncontrolled growth of the acrosomal system. They further reported that abnormal acrosomal development could be found in case of testicular degeneration, which is temporarily caused by vaccination stress. Rathore [40] reported that in rams, following exposure to an artificially produced hot environment, acrosomal abnormalities were observed after 9 to 10 days, which suggests that the changes occurred in the epididymis during sperm maturation.

Plasma membrane integrity (HOST) has significantly decreased after vaccination. There was a decrease 3 days post–vaccination and a return to pre–vaccination levels after 8 weeks. Similar results were reported by Singh et al. [41] in buffalo bull semen following vaccination. Since, HOST reflects the biochemical integrity of sperm plasma membrane, and it is involved in the process of capacitation, acrosome reaction and ultimately binding of spermatozoa to the oocyte [42]. So, this test is able to assess the fertilizing ability of spermatozoa, the ultimate aim of which is to reduce the incidence of repeat breeding. Antoine and Pattabiraman [43] reported decrease in HOS reacting spermatozoa following scrotal insulation in bucks due to rise in testicular temperature. Similarly, in a study on bulls, HOS test reacting spermatozoa were reduced after heat treatment [44]. Thus it can be proposed that vaccination affects the HOS percentage by affecting the biochemical integrity of the sperm plasma membrane.

Sperm morphology usually returns to pre–vaccination values within approximately 8 weeks of the thermal insult [45, 46]. However, a prolonged and (or) severe increase in testicular temperature will increase the interval for recovery. It appears that the decrease in semen quality associated with increased testicular temperature is ultimately related to the severity and the duration of the increased testicular temperature.

The enzyme such as AST, ALT, LDH, cholinesterases and ALP or ACP, etc [31], proteolytic enzymes, phospholipases, transaminases like AST, ALT, ACP and ALP, ATPase, glycosidase, dehydrogenases, nucleotidases, DNases, hyaluronidase [47] levels in seminal plasma are very important for sperm metabolism as well as sperm functions [48]. Therefore, estimates of these enzymes have been recommended as markers for semen quality since they indicate sperm damage [49]. AKP in seminal plasma is primarily of testicular and epididymal origin and can be used as a clinical ejaculatory marker to differentiate azoospermia or oligospermia from ejaculatory failure [50].

In the present study, the AKP were significantly decreased in the semen from vaccinated than pre vaccinated mithun bulls as this enzyme have high positive correlation with semen quality, antioxidant content in the seminal plasma and negative correlation with ROS and free radical stress [51]. Therefore, estimates of these enzymes have been recommended as markers for semen quality since they indicate sperm damage [49]. AKP in seminal plasma is primarily of testicular and epididymal origin and can be used as a clinical ejaculatory marker to differentiate azoospermia or oligospermia from ejaculatory failure [50].

In the present study, AST and ALT levels were higher in vaccinated than pre vaccinated because it has a positive correlation with semen concentration [52].

Likewise, AST and ALT are essential for metabolic processes which provide energy for survival, motility and fertility of spermatozoa and these transaminase activities in semen are good indicators of semen quality because they measure sperm membrane stability [54]. Thus, increasing the percentage of abnormal spermatozoa in ejaculate causes high concentration of transaminase enzyme in the extra cellular fluid due to sperm membrane damage and ease of leakage of enzymes from spermatozoa [55]. Moreover, increase in AST and ALT activities of seminal plasma and semen in post vaccinated stage may be due to structural instability of the sperm [56] or fragile nature of sperm membrane. In the present study, AST and ALT levels were higher in vaccinated animal as it destabilise the membrane integrity of acrosome, plasma, mitochondria and flagella of the sperm.

Fructose is reported to play important roles in sperm motility and concentration, particularly with regard to energy metabolism, through glucose utilization [57]. Fructose is one of the major energy yielding nutritive substrates present in seminal fluid [58]. Fructose is secreted from the seminal vesicles and the accessory sex glands. It is the major carbohydrate found in seminal plasma, provides over half the spermatozoa carbohydrate consumption and appears essential for normal sperm motility. In the present study, the fructose concentration was reduced significantly in vaccinated animal as indicates the vaccination affects
the accessory sex glands as seminal fructose is positively correlated with semen volume and sperm motility [59]. The determination of fructose itself is of particular significance because there is a direct relationship between the fructose level in sperm plasma and the testosterone function of the interstitial cells of Leydig. Fructose values which fall below normal may be a consequence of inflammatory condition in the prostate or seminal vesicles, or structural abnormality of the seminal vesicles and its ducts [60].

Along with phospholipids, cholesterol is necessary for cell physical integrity and ensures fluidity of the cell membrane. Cholesterol plays a special role in the sperm membrane because its release from the sperm membrane initiates the key step in the process of capacitation and acrosome reaction that is crucial for fertilization [18]. These changes imply cholesterol leaving the sperm membrane and its binding to protein in seminal plasma and female reproductive organs [61]. Moreover, adding cholesterol to diluents prior to defreezing increases sperm resistance to stress caused by the freezing–defreezing procedures, preserving sperm motility and fertilization potential [62]. In the present study, the cholesterol concentration was reduced in vaccinated group as low concentration of cholesterol was present in poor quality semen [42]. According to Komarek et al. [63] cholesterol is the second largest lipid class present in the spermatozoa, and it is probably associated with sperm membrane and its function. Factors responsible for sperm metabolism and sperm survival have been associated with the cholesterol content in the semen. For determining the semen quality and fertility levels of the bulls, cholesterol content has been reported to serve as one of the biochemical tests.

From the above discussions, it is clear that the application of FMD vaccine has an adverse effect. Most of the seminal attributes have been affected adversely in mithun bulls. Febrile reaction due to vaccination results in testicular degeneration although of very mild nature. The adverse effect of vaccination on seminal parameters suggest that the semen collection and preservation should be suspended till 10th weeks of vaccination to get normal fertility of sperm to avoid the failure of conception from artificial insemination using such semen in this precious species.
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